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The metaphor of focal length

Wide angle lens:
you see everything, in fairly clear detail–
The detail may be overwhelming, but you can see
relationships across the scene.

Narrow angle (telephoto) lens:
allows focus on a smaller portion...
but also...

The ra(o is
2 to 5

I

Narrow angle (telephoto) lens:
allows focus on a smaller portion...
but also... blurs the background.
Allows an even sharper look at the focal center.

Commonalities
! Focus on student mathematical thinking.
! Prioritize the learning of mathematics.
! Focus on understanding and supporting teacher

orchestration of classroom discourse.
!
!

Consider mathematical discussion to be an instructional
tool.
Recognize the challenging nature of facilitating productive
mathematical discussions with learners.

! Aim to design frameworks that are broadly

usable to support teachers.

Anchoring “talk moves” in
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Our “framework” looks simple but,
we have learned, it isn’t.

Teacher “talk moves”
and
The purposes for using them and the contexts
in which they are most useful

In this presentation, focal length is short and wide:
we attempt to capture teacher development as well as
student benefits.

But for us, as for our colleagues, research and
development have required focal lengths ranging from
long and narrow to short and wide!

Early Work
• O’Connor and
Michaels (1993, 1994,
1996) studied teachers
gifted in orchestrating
classroom discussions.
• Primarily at
elementary and
middle school levels

Revoicing Example
Student: “One-sixth is the biggest. It’s more than onethird.”
Teacher: “So you are saying that one-sixth is greater
than one-third? Did I get that right?”
Student: “Yes, I just look at the bottom number in a
fraction and I can decide right away. Six is
more than three.”

What is happening in this example?
• The teacher is unsure of the student’s
reasoning at first, but then gets a clearer
sense of what the student understands and
doesn’t understand.
• This is formative assessment at its best.

What is happening in the example?
• The student realizes that the teacher
wants to understand her contribution.
• The teacher doesn’t just assume that she
knows why the student gave a response.
• Over time, this can have a profound
effect.

What is happening in this example?
• By checking back with the student, the
teacher allows the student to accept or
reject the teacher's interpretation, which
positions the student as a legitimate
participant in the intellectual enterprise.

Other Talk Moves
• Say more...
• Who can put what she said into their own
words?
• Why do you think that? Explain your reasoning
for us.
• What do you think about what he said?
• Do you agree or disagree and why?
• Who can add on to that?

Early Studies
Focused on micro-level details about each of these talk
moves:
(a) How they positioned the students in relation to the
content at stake in the discussion.
(b) How they positioned the students in relation to one
another
(c) How they created a culture in which students took
on the role of reasoners and collaborators.
All of these teacher moves were examined in
comparison to classrooms featuring the traditional IRE /
Recitation moves.

Project Challenge
• In 1998, Chapin began “Project Challenge”—
bringing challenging mathematics into a lowperforming district in Massachusetts. Instructional
emphasis was on talking about the mathematics and
supporting students’ reasoning.
• O’Connor brought the teacher discourse moves to the
project and a small group of teachers were intensively
trained to use them in relation to math materials that
were new to the district.
• Over four years, results were very positive
(O’Connor et al. 2015, Chapin & O’Connor 2012,
2007)

But when we tried to disseminate this
approach through traditional professional
development, we found that
• some teachers used the moves robotically.
• some did not discriminate between contexts in
which a move would be useful.
• some did not understand their “new” role as
facilitator.

So how to convey the overall purposes of these talk
moves and when to use them?

Why Do We Use Talk Moves?
• So that students will
externalize their thinking,
• So that students will engage
with the thinking of others,
• So that students will
externalize their reasoning,
• So that students will engage
with the reasoning of others.

When Do We Use Talk Moves?
• When students don’t
respond,
• When students are
confused,
• When students say
something brilliant but
no one heard or
understood,
• When students are
inarticulate or unclear.
... and many more situations

Combining Goals and Obstacles
• We decided to highlight the obstacles to productive
talk...
• These obstacles are the context within which the talk
moves make sense as tools to help teachers
accomplish their instructional goals.
• And at the same time we provide teachers with a
concrete example of how to engage in a different role
in the classroom.
For example …..

How could we start to figure out what
three-fourths divided by 3 is?
What if the response is this:

24 blank faces. No hands up.

Goal 1. Help individual students to clarify
and share their thinking so that it
can be heard and understood.
If only one or two students can do this, you don’t
have a discussion, you have a monologue or a
dialogue.

Goal 1. Help individual students to clarify and
share their thinking so that it can be heard
and understood.

Goal 1 Talk Tools:
•Wait time
•Stop and jot (1-2 minutes)
•Turn and talk (1-2 minutes) (also known as
Think-Pair-Share, Consider & Commit,
etc.)
Then…ask the question again.

How could we start to figure out
what three-fourths divided by 3 is?
What if the response is this:

Rosalina: Um, if it... you
could kinda... like,
um... start by like
dividing each fourth
up… Or taking it
away...

You think:
Huh?? I didn’t understand
that at all!
Still stuck at Goal 1!

Goal 1. Help individual students to clarify and share their
thinking so that it can be heard and understood.

More Goal 1 Talk Tools:
• “Say more”
• Revoicing

Goal 2. Help students to orient to others
and listen to what others say.
Your ultimate goal involves sharing ideas,
agreements and disagreements, arguments and
counter-arguments, not simply a series of students
giving their own, unconnected opinions.

Talk Moves to Clarify and Orient
Clarify: What are
you saying?
• Turn-and-Talk (also called
partner talk or think-pairshare)
• Revoicing: “So are you
saying . . . ?”; “Is that what
you mean?” (also called
verify and clarify)
• Say More: “Who can say
more?”; “Can you give us an
example?”

Orient: What are
others saying?
• Who can restate that?
• Can someone put that in
their own words?
• Turn-and-Talk: “Tell us
what your partner said.”

Goal 3. Help students to work on deepening
their own reasoning.

Good discussions keep a focus on reasoning. The
teacher must scaffold this consistently, getting
students to dig deeper.

Goal 4. Help students to work with the
reasoning of other students.
Real discussion involves students actually taking up
the ideas of other students, responding to them and
working with them.

Talk Moves That Support Reasoning
Students Deepen Their
Reasoning

Students Focus on the
Reasoning of Others

• Press for Reasoning: “Why do
you think that?”
• “That was important, but sort
of complex. Who can put that
into their own words?”
• “Does everyone follow that?
Let’s do a quick turn-and-talk
about her reasoning.”
• Tell us about the evidence you
are using.

• “What do you think about
that? Who can add on?”
• “Do You Agree or
Disagree . . . and Why?”
• “That was a key point. Who
can explain what was just
said?”

Talk Moves Grounded in Goals
Their purpose is to help teachers become skillful
at automatically dealing with the kinds of
challenges that emerge in attempts at
academically productive discussions, so that
they can focus on the mathematics.
Their purpose for students is to support them in
learning mathematics by helping them articulate
their thinking and reasoning and by engaging in
others thinking and reasoning.

Talk Moves Grounded in Goals
The talk moves and the overarching goals
support learning mathematics by helping
teachers assume new roles as facilitators.
Implementing the goals often results in
teachers providing students with greater
agency and sharing of mathematical
authority.

As our colleagues will discuss in their talks, these talk
moves and the goals they support are basic
underpinnings...
But in order to organize talk that will focus on
complex mathematics, these simpler dimensions
need to be in place.
Next we will hear more about where these kinds of
teacher goals and moves can take teachers and their
students in terms of mathematics learning...

Thank you!

Developing Collec(ve
Argumenta(on
AnnaMarie Conner
Laura Singletary

Collec(ve Argumenta(on

• “Any instance where students and teachers
make a mathema(cal claim and provide
evidence to support it” (Conner, Singletary,
Smith, Wagner, & Francisco, 2014, p. 404)
• Occurs across mul(ple instruc(onal styles
• Facilitates a close look at mathema(cal
discourse

Our original focal length is short
and wide, to iden(fy
argumenta(on within a class.
Then we use a long and narrow
lens to zoom in on a
mathema(cal argument.

The ra(o
is 2 to 5

I

Adapta(on of Toulmin’s (1958/2003) diagram for an argument

Teacher Support Framework
Direct
Contribu-ons:
Claims
Data
Warrants
Qualiﬁers
Rebuaals
Backings

Ques-ons:
Reques(ng…
A factual answer
An idea
A method
Elabora(on
Explana(on

Other
Suppor-ve
Ac-ons:
Direc(ng
Promo(ng
Evalua(ng
Informing
Repea(ng

From Conner, Singletary, Smith, Wagner, & Francisco (2014)

Ques(ons
Reques-ng a factual answer: Asks students to provide a mathema(cal
fact; includes calcula(ons, iden(fying relevant informa(on, recalling
known facts or previous results, providing appropriate mathema(cal
terms
Reques-ng an idea: Asks students to compare, coordinate, or generate
mathema(cal ideas; includes making conjectures
Reques-ng a method: Asks students to demonstrate or describe how
they did something
Reques-ng elabora-on: Asks students to elaborate on, interpret,
explain, or jus(fy an idea, statement, or diagram
Reques-ng evalua-on: Asks students to evaluate a mathema(cal idea;
includes elici(ng agreement or disagreement
From Conner, Singletary, Smith, Wagner, & Francisco (2014)

Other Suppor(ve Ac(ons
Direc-ng: Ac(ons that serve to focus the students’ aaen(on and/or
the argument
Promo-ng: Ac(ons that serve to support mathema(cal explora(on;
includes encouragement to con(nue or sugges(ons for changing focus
Evalua-ng: Ac(ons that center on the correctness of the mathema(cs
Informing: Ac(ons that provide informa(on for the argument; includes
expanding, summarizing, or clarifying students’ statements with
descrip(ons or gestures
Repea-ng: Ac(ons that repeat what has been or is being stated either
verbally or visually
From Conner, Singletary, Smith, Wagner, & Francisco (2014)

Ms. Bell: [Writes on board, under the heading Regular Polygon: All sides congruent, all angles
congruent (Data labeled 1)] If I made another square, [draws a larger square on the board
under the ﬁrst (Data labeled 2)] what is diﬀerent between these two squares?
Angela: The side lengths. (Warrant labeled 3, with Micah’s contribu(on below)
Ms. Bell: So…
Micah: No, just the side lengths.
Ms. Bell: So just the sides? All right, but according to our deﬁni(on, all sides are congruent, all
angles congruent. (Warrant labeled 4)
Mar-n: It's regular because. (Data/Claim labeled 5, with Ms. Bell’s and Mar(n’s contribu(on
below)
Ms. Bell: Is it a regular polygon?
Mar-n: Yeah.
Ms. Bell: I guess what I'm trying to say--do you want to say it for me, Mar(n? You might say it
beaer.
Mar-n: That you don't have to have like a certain size square for it to be a regular polygon. It
can be large; it just has to be the same side lengths and the same angles. (Data/Claim
labeled 6)
Ms. Bell: Do you guys agree?
Students: Yeah.
Ms. Bell: So my side lengths can change, as long as they're all the same, right? But what's going
to stay the same? (Claim labeled 7, with Adam’s and Ms. Bell’s contribu(ons below)
Adam: The angles.
Ms. Bell: The angles. So my angles are never going to change with a regular polygon.

From Singletary & Conner (2015)

Adapted from Singletary & Conner (2015)

These diagrams are representa(ons of teaching
that allow teachers to reﬂect upon speciﬁc
aspects of their prac(ce

Jill: “I like this, because I can actually see, I mean, I know
that I ask all of these ques(ons, but I like seeing how me
asking these ques/ons (points at ques(ons by data/
claim) leads to this (points at data/claim), and then me
asking these ques(ons (points at ques(ons by warrant)
leads to this (points at warrant). I like that.”

Diagram of argument from Jill’s class

Jill: “I like this, because I can actually see, I mean, I know
that I ask all of these ques(ons, but I like seeing how me
asking these ques(ons (points at ques(ons by data/claim)
leads to this (points at data/claim), and then me asking
these ques/ons (points at ques(ons by warrant) leads to
this (points at warrant). I like that.”

Diagram of argument from Jill’s class

Planning for future classes
• Choosing tasks that are conducive to
argumenta(on
• An(cipa(ng students’ arguments
• Planning ques(ons to prompt warrants
• Planning for displays of par(cular
representa(ons

Clarifying Ques(ons?
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Our initial focal length is long and narrow as we focus in on
an instance of student thinking.

Then we use a short and wide focal length to take that
thinking to the class.

Focal length
First we zoom in to identify high-leverage instances of student
mathematical thinking and then we zoom out to make those
instances the object of whole class discussion.
• MOSTs – what student thinking is worth pursuing
• Building – how to productively use that thinking

Mathematical significant
Mathematically
pedagogical Opportunities
to build on
in Student
Thinking

MOST Characteristics
Student Mathematical Thinking
Student Mathematics

SM: Yesterday x
equaled 2 and
today x equals 3.

Can the student mathematics be inferred?

Mathematical Point
Is there a mathematical point closely related to the student mathematics?

Mathematically Significant
Appropriate Mathematics

MP: A letter can be used to represent an unknown
quantity in an equation and can represent different
values for different equations.

Is the mathematical point accessible to students with this level of mathematical experience, but not like
to be already understood?

Central Mathematics
Is understanding the mathematical point a central goal for student learning in this classroom?

Pedagogical Opportunity
Opening
Does the expression of the student mathematics seem to create an intellectual need that, if met, will
contribute to understanding the mathematical point of the instance?

Timing

Is now the right time to take advantage of the opening?

Leatham, K. R., Peterson, B. E., Stockero, S. L., & Van Zoest, L. R. (2015). Conceptualizing
mathematically significant pedagogical opportunities to build on student thinking. Journal for Research in
Mathematics Education, 46, 88-124.

MOSTs are opportunities…
…for the teacher to make student mathematical
thinking the object of consideration by the class
in order to engage the class in making sense of
that thinking to better understand an important
mathematical idea.
…to build on student thinking.

Building on Student Mathematical Thinking
Make student thinking an object of consideration for the class in order to engage the class in
making sense of that thinking to better understand an important mathematical idea.

Building on Student Mathematical Thinking
Make student thinking an object of consideration for the class in order to engage the class in
making sense of that thinking to better understand an important mathematical idea.
0. Invite/allow students to share their mathematical thinking

Building on Student Mathematical Thinking
Make student thinking an object of consideration for the class in order to engage the class in
making sense of that thinking to better understand an important mathematical idea.
0. Invite/allow students to share their mathematical thinking (elicit)

Building on Student Mathematical Thinking
Make student thinking an object of consideration for the class in order to engage the class in
making sense of that thinking to better understand an important mathematical idea.
0. Invite/allow students to share their mathematical thinking (elicit)
1. Make the object of consideration clear

Building on Student Mathematical Thinking
Make student thinking an object of consideration for the class in order to engage the class in
making sense of that thinking to better understand an important mathematical idea.
0. Invite/allow students to share their mathematical thinking (elicit)
1. Make the object of consideration clear (make precise)

Building on Student Mathematical Thinking
Make student thinking an object of consideration for the class in order to engage the class in
making sense of that thinking to better understand an important mathematical idea.
0. Invite/allow students to share their mathematical thinking (elicit)
1. Make the object of consideration clear (make precise)
2. Turn the object of consideration over to the students

Building on Student Mathematical Thinking
Make student thinking an object of consideration for the class in order to engage the class in
making sense of that thinking to better understand an important mathematical idea.
0. Invite/allow students to share their mathematical thinking (elicit)
1. Make the object of consideration clear (make precise)
2. Turn the object of consideration over to the students (grapple toss)

Building on Student Mathematical Thinking
Make student thinking an object of consideration for the class in order to engage the class in
making sense of that thinking to better understand an important mathematical idea.
0. Invite/allow students to share their mathematical thinking (elicit)
1. Make the object of consideration clear (make precise)
2. Turn the object of consideration over to the students (grapple toss)
3. Orchestrate the students’ process of making sense of the thinking

Building on Student Mathematical Thinking
Make student thinking an object of consideration for the class in order to engage the class in
making sense of that thinking to better understand an important mathematical idea.
0. Invite/allow students to share their mathematical thinking (elicit)
1. Make the object of consideration clear (make precise)
2. Turn the object of consideration over to the students (grapple toss)
3. Orchestrate the students’ process of making sense of the thinking (orchestrate)

Building on Student Mathematical Thinking
Make student thinking an object of consideration for the class in order to engage the class in
making sense of that thinking to better understand an important mathematical idea.
0. Invite/allow students to share their mathematical thinking (elicit)
1. Make the object of consideration clear (make precise)
2. Turn the object of consideration over to the students (grapple toss)
3. Orchestrate the students’ process of making sense of the thinking (orchestrate)
4. Facilitate the extraction of the important mathematical idea

Building on Student Mathematical Thinking
Make student thinking an object of consideration for the class in order to engage the class in
making sense of that thinking to better understand an important mathematical idea.
0. Invite/allow students to share their mathematical thinking (elicit)
1. Make the object of consideration clear (make precise)
2. Turn the object of consideration over to the students (grapple toss)
3. Orchestrate the students’ process of making sense of the thinking (orchestrate)
4. Facilitate the extraction of the important mathematical idea (make explicit)

Supporting teachers
•

MOST Framework
– focuses attention on the mathematics;
– identifies which student thinking has significant potential to further student
understanding of important mathematics

•

Building Prototype
– provides insight into how to use MOSTs to facilitate student learning;
– solidifies the vague notion of “using student thinking”

Clarification Questions?
For more information, see
LeveragingMOSTs.org

• Talk moves as tools

Talk Moves

• Goals address purposes of talk and obstacles to talk
+ Goal 1: Clarify and share one’s own thinking,
+ Goal 2: Engage with the thinking of others,
+ Goal 3: Deepen one’s own reasoning,
+ Goal 4: Engage with the reasoning of others.
• Teachers develop new roles as facilitators

Teacher Support for Collec-ve
Argumenta-on

Building on Student Mathema/cal Thinking
Direct Contribu/ons
Ques/ons
Other Suppor/ve Ac/ons

Make student thinking an object of considera-on for the class
in order to engage the class in making sense of that thinking
to beJer understand an important mathema-cal idea.
0.
1.
2.
3.

Invite/allow students to share their mathema(cal thinking (elicit)
Make the object of considera(on (make precise)
Turn the object of considera(on over to the students (grapple toss)
Orchestrate the students’ process of making sense of the thinking
(orchestrate)
4. Facilitate the extrac(on of the important mathema(cal idea
(make explicit)

Discussion Questions

Research

Teacher
Development

Teaching

other connections
didacross
you see
the
•• What
What connections
did you see
theacross
projects
and
projects
and what
questions
what questions
do you
have? do you have?
• What
affordancesand
and
constraints
seem
to result
What affordances
constraints
seem
to result
from
different
focal length
from
different
focal choices?
length choices?
• What
What else
bebe
known
to understand
teacher
elseneeds
needstoto
known
to understand
discoursediscourse
moves andmoves
their impact
on student
teacher
and their
impact on
engagement
with learning
student
engagement
withmathematics?
learning mathematics?

Similarities across Projects
Talk Moves

Collective Argumentation

Building on MOSTs

Goal 1: Help individual
students to clarify and share
their thinking so that it can be
heard and understood.

Questions: Requesting an Idea,
Method, or Elaboration
Other Support: Informing,
Repeating, Promoting

Practice 0: Eliciting
Practice 1: Make Precise

Goal 2: Help students to
orient to others and listen to
what others say.

Questions: Requesting an Idea,
Elaboration, or Evaluation
Other Support: Directing,
Repeating

Practice 1: Make Precise
Practice 2: Grapple Toss

Goal 3: Help students to work
on deepening their own
reasoning.

Questions: Requesting an Idea
or Elaboration
Other Support: Directing,
Promoting, Repeating

Practice 3: Orchestrate
Practice 4: Make Explicit

Goal 4: Help students to work
with the reasoning of other
students.

Questions: Requesting an Idea,
Elaboration, or Evaluation
Other Support: Directing,
Repeating

Practice 2: Grapple Toss
Practice 3: Orchestrate

